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YOUR PARTNERS
As a holistic solutions provider for projects of
leading resorts & hotels; artisan restaurants, bars &
boutique cafes, onestop capitalises on more than a
decade of experience to breathe life into our clients’
project visions. Based in Singapore with production
capabilities in China and Indonesia, we draw from
the rich diversities of these select locations to bring
together the best of each region’s craftsmanship and
manufacturing practices, creating exclusive valueengineered solutions.
Our end-to-end solutions start with our attentiveness
to the details that matter to you. With these specifics,
we custom manufacture quality joinery with the correct
material to ensure form meets function. These, coupled
with our methodical and superior fit-outs, guarantee
that we go the full cycle in ensuring every last detail
comes alive in your project funishings.

the better make
At onestop, we believe that we can make a difference by making things better.
Being the preferred partner of leading hospitality establishments globally, we understand that tailored customercentric service is what creates industry leaders. Therefore, we relentless calibrate our business to ensure that our
reliable solutions and quality products provide your guests with extraordinary memories to last a lifetime. When
you bring your visions to onestop, you can be assured that we bring them to life with the better make.
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OUR MASTERPIECES
Our dedication to be “the better
make” has placed us as the ideal
partner of leading hospitality
establishments all over the world.
The following specially crafted
solutions stand as testaments to
our dedication and ability to
turn your furnishing visions into
remarkable masterpieces.
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:: THE AWARD WINNERS ::

helped The Nautilus clinch Hottest
Independent Hotel award in the
2018 Vision Style Awards for its
interior design excellence.

MILAIDHOO ISLAND
MALDIVES // THE TWOTIME CHAMPION

THE NAUTILUS // THE HOT
BOHEMIAN WINNER

Tucked quietly away in Maldives’
Baa Atoll is The Nautilus, an award
winning showpiece of onestop’s
specialty – customised exclusivity.
Because the owner of The Nautilus
is a highly detailed and involved
individual, expectations for this
project was extremely high. To
embody the bohemian theme,
every piece of furniture had to
be personalised with detailed
carving and weaving works. One
such example would be the rattan

chairs that combined synthetic and
natural materials. Onestop was
commissioned to custom large
pineapple shaped cabanas to
adorn the pool area as fitting art
pieces for this luxury experience.
Due to the unique size and shape
of these cabanas, it would have
been a challenge to ship and install
it. However, our full chain solutions
of design, logistics, and joinery
knowledge allowed us to construct,
dissemble, ship, and reassemble
the odd shape structures on site. It
is such attention to detail that has
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Located on Milaidhoo Island is this
tropical emerald, cushion in pristine
white sand. This resort called for a
good understanding of material
and product creativity in order to
capture the traditional Maldivian
ambience its fastidious owner was
aiming for. With onestop’s valueengineered options, we were
able to recommend finishes and
fabrics that not only embodied
the tropical essences and colours,
but also ensured that the materials
used were not only compatible to

:: THE AWARD WINNERS ::

THE NAUTILUS

MILAIDHOO ISLAND MALDIVES

LUX* NORTH MALE ATOLL

SIZE OF RESORT

SIZE OF RESORT

SIZE OF RESORT

22 rooms

50 rooms

67 rooms

THEME

THEME

THEME

High-end Bohemian Villa

Traditional Maldivian Style

Luxury Yacht

PROJECT SCOPE

PROJECT SCOPE

PROJECT SCOPE

All rooms & public area furniture
Restaurants, bars and spa

All rooms & public area furniture
Restaurants, bars and spa

All rooms & loose furniture
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:: THE AWARD WINNERS ::

the tropical environment but also
reflective of the region’s heritage.
In addition to material advisory,
we also had to take hand drawn
designs and turned them into
technical drawings for production.
This allowed us to mix traditional
hand carvings with precision
machining to create distinctive
furnishings expected by the client.
Encapsulating the traditional theme
is the resort’s signature restaurant
customised to resemble the iconic
Dhoni wooden sailing boats to
welcome the resort’s guests into a
rich Maldivian culture. Our ability
to understand what is required for
this project, deliver with quality,
and maximise the client’s finances
has helped Milaidhoo pick up the
Condé Nast Johansens Awards for
Excellence twice, from 2017 to 2018.

LUX* NORTH MALE ATOLL
// CHAMPION CRUISER

What is more fitting than having
a yacht themed resort in the
Maldives? With our numerous
expertise at the client’s disposal,
we made this resort’s dream theme
come alive with some exquisite
masterpieces. With every inch of
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the resort’s interior decked out
like that of a private luxury yacht,
guests get to pamper themselves
in clean curved sofas with builtin beverage consoles just as they
would on the most extravagant of
yachts. This would not have been
possible without the skills and
experience of our craftsmen who
carefully paired materials such as
lava stones with complimentary
colours in order to create a marine
theme while ensuring durability.
The tremendous effort placed in
making this resort stand out in a sea
of unique resorts in the Maldives
has earned the Lux* North Male
Atoll the prestigious Condé Nast
Traveller’s 2019 Hot List Award.

PROJECT EXTENT 			

HARD ROCK HOTEL
MALDIVES
Rooms, restaurants
& public areas

THE CROSSROAD
CROSSROADS MALDIVES

The value of a crossroad is the collection of rich
diversity in one place. With Crossroads Maldives, that
is exactly what onestop has helped the owners of
these resorts achieve. The multi island, fully integrated
resort comprises of two distinctive hotels housing their
own iconic restaurants. Despite the herculean task
involving 200 men from 6 different countries working
round the clock, we finished the project within a tight
8 months’ timeline. This mega project pulled together
all of onestop’s expertise from manufacturing, logistics
chain, and custom joinery.

SAII LAGOON
MALDIVES
Rooms, restaurants
& public areas
CAFE DEL MAR

Part of the project included the iconic Hard Rock Hotel
Maldives, which required special wall claddings and
complex woodwork along with the all-time classic
Hard Rock Café where an eye for strong colours and
material matching was essential.
This project also encompassed the luxurious SAii
Lagoon Maldives, Curio Collection by Hilton, a shining
showpiece that marries extensive masonry work with
delectable carpentry craftsmanship.
Nestled in Crossroads is the world-famous Café Del
Mar where every piece of furniture had to be hand
carved, wire brushed, and black washed to fit the
restaurant’s rustic and eccentric character. Especially
challenging for both our creative and technical teams
were the unique chairs which featured curved seats
combining solid wood carvings with woven backrests.
Adding to this challenge, onestop collaborated with
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the client to match the interior floor tiles with the
choice upholstery patterns.
Through onestop’s expertise, we were able to bring out
the unique diversity of each resort within Crossroads
Maldives in a coherent orchestration required of an
integrated resort.

HOME GROWN TALENT
DAULAT HOTEL

While big projects like those in Maldives are fancy
track records, boutique hotels like the Daulat Hotel
in Singapore present a different side of onestop’s
capabilities. Such hotels have much more dedicated
budgets while demanding conceptually unique interior
requirements that tell a story. Additionally, boutique hotel
layouts contrast large chain hotels with compact room
spaces. This is where our vast material and technical
knowledge provides an advantage for maximising both
the available space and value of the client’s investment
helping Daulat Hotel gain an honourable mention in
the 2013 Gold Key Awards, New York.

CHILDREN’S PARADISE
HILTON SEYCHELLES LABRIZ
RESORT & SPA

Hilton Seychelles Labriz Resort & Spa proudly
promises that it is as much a paradise for kids as it
is for adults. From the playful abstract translation
of a locally found fruit into hanging lamps, to the
detailed attention paid to the Kid’s Club, this
resort seamlessly blends nature with luxury. At
the heart of this is the Activity Center. This bright
epicenter springs to life through onestop’s skillful
mix of custom build-in furniture with ready-made
designer items to bring out natural vibrant colours
that match the nature theme of the resort. Most
importantly, our advice and technical expertise
on material ensures that final products are both
safe and durable for young and old.

SIZE OF HOTEL

16 rooms

SIZE OF HOTEL

THEME

111 rooms

Contemporary
Heritage

THEME

PROJECT SCOPE

PROJECT SCOPE

All rooms &
public areas

All rooms &
public areas

Natural Luxury

DINING DELIGHTS
PRIVÉ RESTAURANTS
PROJECT SCOPE

			

Seating and tables for
indoor and outdoor areas
•
•
•
•
•

Privé Clarke Quay
Privé Asian Civilisation Museum
Privé Chijmes
Privé Orchard
Bayswater Kitchen

Because
restaurant
interiors
have
many
similarities
with
hotel furniture, onestop has
successfully brought our unique
hotel experience to numerous
restaurants locally and abroad.
Like many luxury hotels, Privé is
a trend-setting restaurant chain
with a strong brand and their own
interior designer. Each restaurant
has fresh individuality that required

SETTING THE BAR
JIGGER & PONY

Named after the double barreled precision measuring tool for serving
drinks in a bar, Jigger & Pony was a mission in precision. The blend of
old school charm with a modern Monocle theme demanded an accurate
pairing of deep coloured velvet with matching leather and clean carpentry
work. The final result is an exclusive bar that seems to jump right out of
the pages of a lifestyle magazine, even making it to The World’s 50 Best
Bars 2019 list and clinching the title of Best Bar in Asia for 2020.
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collaborative
conceptualisation
between onestop’s technical team
and the client’s interior designer to
create furniture pieces that radiate
the Privé brand. Leveraging on
our diverse factory capabilities, we
were able to provide both natural
and synthetic materials, such
as rattan chairs combined with
precision printed pattern fabrics, to
achieve the distinctive atmosphere
expected of a Privé restaurant.

PROJECT SCOPE

Bar seats, sofas,
dining chairs
and tables
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:: SPECIAL HIGHLIGHTS ::

The common theme of all onestop’s projects is our ability to turn client’s design concepts into reality. While all our
projects provide customised solutions, some projects are exceptionally unique.

LARGE POOL CABANAS

While some projects are all about
creativity, others are just big! At W
Hotel Maldives, onestop’s skills
in dealing with enormous wood
furnishings was put to the test. To
give the three largest suites in this
resort a touch of exclusivity, we
constructed three enormous solid
wood and steel cabanas sporting
a 5-meter diameter. Not only did
the structures have to be tested
multiple times in our factory, they

SEA URCHIN CHAIR

One such project involved the
furnishings in Niyama Maldives’
exclusive dining, Subsix. Set in
an underwater aquarium, diners
are literally immersed in marine
richness. Visitors dine to a spectacle
of marine life while relaxing in
onestop’s special creation, the
sea urchin chair. Designed by Ed
Poole, this unique piece of furniture

embodies a clever mix of creativity
and technical expertise. The leather
wrapped chair is accentuated by
air conditioning pipes to mimic
the exterior of a sea urchin’s shell
without being a safety hazard.
These comfortable chairs help
transport guests into a world of
marine diversity while they dive into
the delectable gourmet offerings.
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:: SPECIAL HIGHLIGHTS ::

FLOATING LIGHTS

had to be made in a way that
could be shipped to the site, and
reassembled. The final result is a
grand set of towering cabanas that
undeniably make these suites feel
extraordinary.

The Conrad brand is synonymous
with opulent luxury. Therefore,
custom furnishings, with only the
finest quality materials, had to be
the heart of the project. To ensure
Conrad Maldives on Rangali
Island provides an unforgettable
experience for their discerning
and affluent guests, onestop was
tasked with the construction of
a one-of-a-kind lighting facade
over the bar area in Ufaa. Putting
technical material knowledge and
decades of experience to work, we

devised a cost effective method to
string up aluminum and synthetic
wickers with a series of fishing lines
and lighting systems to create an
eye catching floating spectacle to
welcome the resort’s astute guests.

NATURE LIGHTING

Sometimes,
special
projects
require us to capture a specific
atmosphere. Among the many
other customisations we did for
Hilton Labriz, we are especially
proud of the Coco Der Mer lighting
fixtures. These abstract fixtures were
specially designed and crafted to
resemble the Coco Der Mer fruit
which is exclusive to the Seychelles,
the site of this luxurious resort.
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GOING THE LAST MILE
Sometimes, a project just needs that ‘final touch’ to bring the dream to life. As an end-to-end solutions provider,
onestop always delivers on that last mile to perfection. Not only are we adapt at creating large intricate custom
structures, we are also able to produce special artworks and accessories. From simple vases to elaborate resin
castings and glass work, we create fine touches that ensure our clients receive nothing short of the better make
for a lasting impression.

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION
Consult with us to build better solutions.
Send us an email at enquiry@onestop.sg or visit us at www.onestop.sg
You may also scan the QR code on the left and fill in the form on our website.
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MAKING BETTER LIVES
As part of our drive to make things
better, onestop is devoted to ensure
the memories we help create today
are enjoyed by the future generations
of tomorrow. This means embracing
sustainable practices both internally
and externally. In order to play our
part, onestop proudly contributes
to the reforestation of trees. Our
commitment continues with our
unwavering efforts to update our
manufacturing and operating process,
ensuring we do not just contribute
to making better furnishings, but also
making better lives.

the better make

